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THE LEXUS IS
The Lexus IS fuses brave design with
imaginative technology to give you a unique
driving experience. Outside, you will notice
the bold Lexus spindle grille and striking LED
lights. Inside you find a driver-focused cockpit
with a large 10.3-inch display screen for Lexus
Premium Navigation, beautifully stitched
leather seats and laser-etched wooden inlays.
Built at our award-winning Tahara plant in
Japan and overseen by ‘Takumi’ craftspeople,
this new IS doesn’t just look stunning, it also
delivers a uniquely dynamic performance
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Features above available on selected grades.
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CONFIDENCE TO
STAND OUT
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Before starting work on the IS, the designers
travelled the world, interviewing customers
and searching for inspiration.
After months of design sketches and computer
time, the Lexus craftsmen were ready to model
the bodywork. While keeping its athletic
stance and long coupé style roofline, the IS has
been given a confident look. Striking design
elements including a bold ‘spindle grille’,
enhanced side ‘kick-up’ line and jewel-like LED
lighting that all combine to create the most
distinctive IS ever.
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IS 300h F SPORT

Distinctive and bold styling with LED headlights, F SPORT-tuned suspension, a bold F SPORT spindle grille and F SPORT seats.

RANGE

IS 300h

Hybrid performance with EV (Electric Vehicle) mode, and striking LED headlights. All IS models have eight airbags and are equipped
with Lexus Safety System +.
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IS 300h
The IS 300h intelligently combines an
advanced 2.5-litre direct-injection petrol
engine with a high-output electric motor, while
innovative Active Sound Control delivers a
sophisticated engine note. The IS 300h is
dynamic to drive with 223 DIN hp of full hybrid
power, with CO2 emissions from just 101g/km
on Executive Edition and Advance grades.
In the city, you can select EV (Electric Vehicle)
mode to progress in near silence, which uses
no petrol and creates zero emissions.
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SELF-CHARGING
HYBRID
Fitted with the latest Lexus Hybrid Drive
technology, the IS 300h offers effortless
driving and class-leading environmental
performance with an exceptionally smooth,
quiet and refined drive. Capable of driving
short distances in zero emissions EV (Electric
Vehicle) mode, it self-charges on the move,
meaning no ‘plugging in’ concerns or low
battery levels to inhibit your freedom. Together
with the unique hybrid ownership experience,
you’ll enjoy substantial financial savings thanks
to lower CO2 emissions, fuel consumption
and running costs - along with considerable
tax advantages for the business user.
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THE IS SPORT
The IS Sport delivers attractive sport-themed
styling touches including 5-spoke black 18-inch
alloy wheels, a black finish for the front spindle
grille and matching black door mirror casings.
In the cabin, the trim is unique to the IS Sport,
with black fabric upholstery and black and
garnet red Tahara leather effect seat bolsters.

IS / F SPORT
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POISED FOR EXCITEMENT
IS F SPORT
Unmistakably bold, the F SPORT models
feature exclusive 18-inch alloy wheels, and an
F SPORT mesh grille. Experience F SPORT
design and racetrack-tuned steering for a
more exciting drive. Inside, you're greeted by
amazing LFA-style instruments.
A distinctive F SPORT steering wheel,
exclusive 'Dark Rose' leather (optional) sports
seats, aluminium scuff plates and aluminium
sports pedals complete the interior. Tuned
by Lexus 'Master Drivers', the IS F SPORT
delivers new levels of driving enjoyment.

IS / CRAFTSMANSHIP
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TAKUMI CRAFTSMANSHIP
In a world of computerised design and
robotised manufacturing, there is still nothing
to rival the human hand and eye when
it comes to delivering the finest quality.
That’s why the Lexus Takumi craftspeople
play such an important part in overseeing
the production of every car, using their
unmatched skills to ensure perfection.
Their meticulous work takes the benchmark
for luxury to a higher level in the Lexus IS. The
leather seats are hand-stitched by a team of
17 Takumi to achieve the flawless finish.
The deep lustre and unblemished quality of
the paintwork is acquired by the wet sanding
by hand of each foundation coat.

IS / BREAKTHROUGH ENGINEERING

IS / BREAKTHROUGH ENGINEERING
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IS 300h The IS 300h intelligently combines an advanced 2.5-litre petrol engine with a high-output electric motor. Equipped with D-4S direct
injection and dual VVT-i valve control, this highly efficient ‘Atkinson Cycle’ 4-cylinder engine uses Start/Stop technology and exhaust heat
recycling to reduce fuel consumption and emissions even further.
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The Lexus IS was tested and refined in the world’s most advanced driving simulator and wind tunnel, before being pushed to the limit on three
different racetracks in Japan. Throughout its development, IS Chief Engineer Junichi Furuyama and his team worked closely with a Lexus
‘Master Driver’ to enhance driving enjoyment, agility and precision.

Strong chassis The foundation of the IS saloon's agility and excellent road-holding is its strong body. Sophisticated manufacturing processes
increase rigidity, including bodywork adhesives, laser-screw welding and extra spot welding. Double wishbone front suspension and a multi-link
rear suspension enhancing straight-line performance and cornering grip.
Adaptive Variable Suspension* For a more engaging drive, the damping force at all four wheels is intelligently controlled by the Adaptive
Variable Suspension in response to road surface conditions and driver input. This not only improves ride comfort, but also increases handling
stability – especially during higher-speed cornering.
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*Available with Premier Pack on IS 300h F SPORT.
Drive Mode Select Vehicle performance can be fine-tuned using Drive Mode Select. ECO mode reduces emissions and conserves fuel
for everyday driving whilst NORMAL provides an ideal balance of power, economy and ride comfort. For increased drivetrain responsiveness,
simply switch to SPORT mode.

IS 300h

BREAKTHROUGH ENGINEERING

Advanced aerodynamics The IS has superb aerodynamics, thanks to details like a near-flat underbody and tiny winglets on the front door
pillars and rear lights. First seen on F1 racing cars, these winglets create air vortices that help pull the airstreams inwards to improve the way the
IS cuts through the air. This not only enhances stability and handling, but also improves fuel efficiency and reduces wind noise.

BREAKTHROUGH ENGINEERING
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IS / ADVANCED SAFETY
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The Lexus IS has been equipped with our breakthrough Lexus Safety System +.
This combines Pre-Crash Safety, Adaptive Cruise Control, Lane Keeping
Assist, Road Sign Assist and Automatic High Beam in one powerful package.
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Adaptive Cruise Control For a more relaxing drive, Adaptive Cruise Control
maintains a set distance between the new IS and the vehicle ahead, even if that vehicle
varies its speed.
Pre-crash safety Millimetre-wave radar and an on-board computer calculate collision
risk ahead. If the risk is high, the driver is alerted by audible and visual warnings and brake
pressure is increased. When a collision is deemed unavoidable, the brakes will be applied
automatically as necessary and the front seatbelts tightened.
Pedestrian detection As part of the Pre-Crash Safety system, if an object (such as a
pedestrian) is detected in front of the IS, automatic braking will activate when the car is travelling
between about 19 and 50 mph to help avoid a collision.
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Lane Keeping Assist A camera mounted behind the rear-view mirror enables Lane Keeping
Assist to warn you if you inadvertently drift out of lane and briefly weight the steering to help you
return the IS to its correct path.
Road Sign Assist The Road Sign Assist (RSA) system recognises traffic signs using the windscreenmounted camera, and provides information to the driver in the multi-information display. RSA can detect signs
that are compliant with the Vienna Convention (including electroluminescent and flashing signs).
Automatic High Beam At night, Automatic High Beam uses a camera mounted behind the rear-view mirror
to automatically switch to low beam when it detects the lights of either an oncoming or preceding vehicle. This
reduces the chance of accidentally dazzling other drivers should you forget to switch off the high beam headlights.

ADVANCED SAFETY

Blind Spot Monitor Radar devices mounted in the rear bumper detect vehicles
in adjacent lanes that are not visible in the door mirrors. If the driver is indicating to
change lane and a vehicle enters the blind spot, the Blind Spot Monitor instantly
activates a warning signal in the relevant door mirror. Standard on Premier grade
and with Premier Pack.
Rear Cross Traffic Alert When reversing, for instance in a busy car park,
Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA) uses Blind Spot Monitor radar to identify
vehicles approaching the difficult-to-see area behind the IS. When a
vehicle is detected, the RCTA function alerts you with a visual display in
the door mirrors and a buzzer. Standard on Premier grade and with
Premier Pack.
Pop up hood The new IS features an impact-absorbing pop up
hood. Activated by sensors mounted in the front bumper, should
you collide with a pedestrian, the system slightly raises the level
of the bonnet to give more space between it and the hard
components of the engine underneath. This reduces the risk
of injuries to the pedestrian.
Eight airbags In addition to an immensely strong
passenger safety cell, occupant security is provided
by eight airbags. The driver and front passenger are
protected by 2-stage head airbags, as well as knee
and side airbags. Curtain shield airbags run the full
length of both cabin sides. All seatbelts, except
for the centre rear seat, are also specified with
pre-tensioners. This exceptional level of safety
is standard on every IS.

ADVANCED SAFETY
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1/ 17” alloy wheels
1
Select newly designed
5-twin-spoke 17-inch wheels,
with 225/45 R17 tyres. A bright
machined finish adds extra flair
to the IS. Standard on Executive
Edition and Advance grades.
2/ 18" alloy wheels The black gloss
finish high performance 5-spoke design
creates an unmistakable look of urban
sophistication. Standard on Sport grade.
3/ 18” alloy wheels Multi-spoke design
wheels with 225/40 (front) and 255/35 (rear)
R18 tyres. Standard on Premier grade.
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2

3

Bi-LED headlights LED headlights use the same light source for both high and low
beam. They come with distinctive Lexus-signature L-shaped Daytime Running Lights.
LED headlights Sophisticated ‘L’-shaped headlights. For an unmistakable look, they
are underscored by Lexus-signature LED Daytime Running Lights. Standard on F
SPORT and Premier grades.
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LED rear lights Triple layer ‘L’-shaped LEDs create crystal-like illumination
that displays both beauty and sharp visibility to following vehicles.
Bold ‘spindle grille’ The IS models feature a more dynamic Lexus
‘spindle grille’ that enhances the saloon's sporty feel with a visually lower
centre of gravity, while blending effortlessly into the bonnet.
Tilt & slide sunroof For a light and airy cabin, the new IS can be
equipped with an electric tilt and slide sunroof. Optional on Premier
grade and when Premier Pack is selected.

EXTERIOR FEATURES

EXTERIOR FEATURES

IS / INTERIOR FEATURES

IS / INTERIOR FEATURES

Touch-sensitive controls
Electrostatic controls let you
adjust the temperature in the cabin
using a sweep of your fingertip.
S-Flow climate control Powerful,
dual-zone air conditioning is also
highly energy-efficient, thanks to S-Flow
technology which intelligently provides
climate control only to those seats which
are occupied.
Laser-cut wood inlay Innovative laser
technology is used to engrave the wooden trim
on the interior. Exposing a layer of aluminium
for an exquisite lined effect, these inserts are
manufactured exclusively by the craftspeople at
Yamaha’s piano division. Standard on Premier grade.

Build Your IS
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Driving comfort The new IS showcases a spacious
interior, rich in the refinement and quality for which Lexus is
legendary. The driving position is sporty and focused, while
front seats offer extra lateral support when cornering.

60:40 flexibility A practical 60:40 split folding rear
seat on the IS allows easy stowage of larger items.
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Luggage space Compact rear suspension results in
excellent luggage space, enough for three sets of golf clubs
and two small sports bags, or four medium-sized suitcases.

INTERIOR FEATURES

INTERIOR FEATURES
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Lexus Media Display The IS is available
with Lexus Media Display, featuring a 7-inch
screen and a rotary dial to adjust audio,
climate settings or view the energy monitor on
hybrid models.
6 speaker Pioneer® audio A 6-speaker
Pioneer® audio system is fitted as standard.
This features an AM/ FM RDS tuner, CD player
and Bluetooth® connectivity.
Lexus Navigation Integrates with your car’s media
display to provide intuitive pan-European navigation.
Features include maps with 3D graphics, speed limit
notification, lane guidance and RDS-TMC traffic information.*
*Available on selected grades.
Multi-information display Positioned between the two main
dials, the 4.2-inch high-resolution display provides a wide range of
vehicle information and data. For instance, navigation directions or,
when your smartphone is connected, the name, photograph and phone
number of the person calling you.

Lexus Premium Navigation* Features vivid 3D graphics,
Points-Of-Interest and many mapping options like the most
eco-friendly route. Once parked, the system will even generate
a QR code for your smartphone, with directions by foot to your
final destination. With Lexus Premium Navigation, the IS offers
next-generation services like Online Search, Google Street View®,
Panoramio® or Connected Traffic. For extra convenience you can even
forward a route from your laptop or tablet to your car’s navigation system.
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10.3" multimedia display With Lexus Premium Navigation, the large
10.3" display can be operated by Voice Command or Remote Touch. Its splitscreen capability allows you to simultaneously access information, such as Lexus
Premium Navigation and climate data.
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15-speaker Mark Levinson® The IS is available with a peerless Mark Levinson®
Premium Surround system that delivers a true live concert experience when listening
to music or watching a DVD. Fifteen bespoke speakers, each individually tuned, produce
incredible 5.1-channel digital surround sound. Innovative GreenEdge™ technology in each
speaker also means twice the sound for the same energy consumption, while a new ‘Auto
Volume System’ lets you enjoy music to the full, by automatically adjusting the sound level when
you switch between different artists and recordings. Beautifully finished, precision-machined
aluminium controls reflect the design of Mark Levinson® world-class home audio systems. Standard
on Premier grade and with Premier Pack.
Reversing Camera Engage reverse and the view behind the car is relayed to the standard
7" display, or the Lexus Premium Navigation's 10.3" multimedia display, with on-screen guides to
assist parking.
* Available on selected grades and may require a compatible smartphone.

AUDIO AND MULTIMEDIA
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The IS 300h Sport offers an exciting combination of dynamic exterior and interior styling, with black 18" 5-spoke alloy wheels.
18" alloy wheels Black finish 5-spoke alloy wheels create an unmistakable look of sports sophistication.
Black mirrors Black door mirrors underline the dynamic stance of the IS Sport.
Black spindle grille For a striking face, the IS Sport models feature an extra dark spindle grille.

IS SPORT

Exclusive interior Inside the IS Sport,
everything you touch displays peerless
Lexus quality – from the leather-covered
steering wheel to the exclusive fabric/Tahara
trim available in black and garnet red with contrast
stitching. Heated front seats offer lateral support
when cornering and perfect posture on longer
journeys. For extra comfort, 2-zone Electronic Climate
Control offers precise temperature regulation, while
Lexus Navigation comes as standard.

IS SPORT

Sports seats F SPORT seats make use of ‘integrated
foaming’ technology. This motorsport-inspired production
process allows a more detailed seat profile and better fit than
is possible with conventional upholstery methods.
F SPORT steering wheel
Featuring the F SPORT logo, you’ll
sense a special kind of connectedness
every time you take this wheel in your
hands. Finished in perforated leather,
the F SPORT gearshift design matches
the steering wheel to create an exciting
sports ambiance.
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IS / F SPORT

IS / F SPORT

F SPORT badge Although discreet, the
F SPORT logo is a badge of distinction.
The ‘F’ refers to the birthplace and primary testing
site of our high-performance F SPORT cars:
Fuji Speedway, located near Mount Fuji.

Build Your NX
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F SPORT wheels/suspension
These 18" alloy wheels feature
a twin-spoke design inspired by
the LFA. Both the front and rear
suspension and Electric Power Steering
are exclusively tuned for the IS F SPORT,
to enhance handling performance without
compromising ride quality.

Developed by the team that created the LFA supercar and our ‘F’ marque high-performance vehicles, the IS 300h F SPORT carries
the spirit of this amazing car. The IS 300h F SPORT saloon is exclusively designed and dynamically enhanced. As part of the optional
Premier Pack, the IS 300h F SPORT can also be specified with Adaptive Variable Suspension and Sport S+ mode for exceptionally
engaging performance.
F SPORT design The IS F SPORT models are unmistakably dynamic, with an exclusive spindle grille featuring an F SPORT mesh
pattern. The lower front spoiler features front brake cooling ducts, aerodynamic fins for increased downforce and a larger lower grille opening.

F SPORT

F SPORT instruments This stunning single
meter has innovative Thin Film Transistor technology
and a moving centre ring design inherited from the
LFA supercar. When operating the multimedia system,
the meter ring slides to one side to reveal the menu.
Drilled sport pedals Offering excellent grip
characteristics, drilled aluminium pedals reflect the
motorsport design heritage of the new IS F SPORT models.

F SPORT
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ENGINE

Capacity (cm3) 		
Cylinders / Valves		
Max. power (DIN hp / kW @ rpm)		
Max. torque (Nm @ rpm)		

IS

IS

2494
L4 / 16
181 /133 @ 6000
221 @ 4200-5400

1535
1810

15501
2027

Type		
Max. output (DIN hp / kW)		
Max. Torque (Nm)		

AC synchronous, permanent magnet
143 / 105
300

FUEL CONSUMPTION*		
		

Executive
& Advance

Sport, F SPORT 				
& Premier

Urban (mpg)		
Extra urban (mpg) 		
Combined (mpg) 		

62.8
62.8
65.7

60.1
58.9
61.4
845

WEIGHTS (KG)

Gross vehicle		
Kerb (min. - max.)		
Towing (max. braked) 		
Towing (max. unbraked)		

936

ELECTRIC MOTOR

2800
4680

1035

2145
1,620-1,720
750
750

* The fuel consumption and CO2 values are measured in a controlled environment, in accordance with the requirements of Directive 80/1268/EEC incl. its amendments, on a vehicle with European Standard equipment. For further
information, or if you are interested in purchasing a vehicle with European Standard equipment, please contact your Lexus Authorised Importer.
The fuel consumption and CO2 values of your vehicle may vary from those measured. Driving behaviour as well as other factors (such as road conditions, traffic, vehicle condition, tyre pressure, installed equipment, load, number of
passengers, etc) play a role in determining a car’s fuel consumption and CO2 emissions.
Please note: further Technical Data, including any updates, can be found at lexus.co.uk

TECHNICAL DATA

Please note: the dimensions illustrated above are measured in millimetres.
1

Figure quoted is for the IS 300h specified with 16" or 17" alloy wheels. When specified with 18" alloy wheels, the figure is 1540.

1357

1373

66
450

1380

Fuel tank capacity		
Luggage compartment		

1421

CAPACITIES (L)
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IS / TECHNICAL DATA

223 / 164
101 / 107*
8.4
125
0.26

1430

IS / TECHNICAL DATA

Maximum output (DIN hp / kW)		
CO2 emissions (g/km)		
0-62 mph (s)		
Top speed (mph)		
Drag coefficient (Cd)		

970

Build Your IS
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IS 300h
TOP-LINE DATA

IS 300h Advance

IS 300h F SPORT

IS 300h Premier Pack

IS 300h Premier

Executive Edition features, plus:

Executive Edition features, plus:

Advance features (excluding ventilated seats), plus:

F SPORT features, plus:

Advance features, plus:

• 17"alloy wheels, 5-twin-spoke design
- 225/45 R17 tyres
• Lexus Safety System+
- Adaptive Cruise Control
- Pre-Crash Safety
- Lane Keep Assist
- Traffic Sign Recognition
- Auto High Beam
- Sway Warning
• Heated front seats
• Smart entry
• Lexus Navigation
• Reversing camera
• 2-zone electronic climate control
• Rain-sensing windscreen wipers
• Auto-dimming rear-view mirror
• Rear armrest with 2 cup holders
• Rear seats, 60:40 split folding
• Front and rear Parking sensors
• Tahara seats, manually adjustable
- 6-way adjustment (driver and passenger)

• Black 18" alloy wheels, 5-wide-spoke design
- 225/40 (front) & 255/35 (rear) R18 tyres
• Sport exterior styling
- black door mirrors
- black spindle grille
- black rear lower bumper
Fabric / Tahara seats, manually adjustable
- 6-way adjustment (driver and passenger)

• Leather upholstery, electrically adjustable
- 8-way adjustment (driver and passenger)
• Heated and ventilated front seats

• 18" alloy wheels, F SPORT design
- 225/40 (front) & 255/35 (rear) R18 tyres
• Fabric/Tahara F SPORT seats
• Triple L-shaped LED headlights
• Sports suspension
• F SPORT exterior styling
- accentuated spindle grille design
- aerodynamically enhanced front bumper
- distinctive L-mesh grille
- F SPORT badge
• F SPORT interior features
- front aluminium scuff plates
- drilled aluminium sport pedals
- aluminium look inlays
- LFA-inspired single dynamic meter
- steering wheel embossed with F SPORT logo
- perforated leather trim for steering wheel
and gearshift

• F SPORT leather seats
• Lexus Premium Navigation with 10.3"
display screen
• Mark Levinson® sound system with
15 speakers
• Blind Spot Monitor (BSM) and Rear Cross
Traffic Alert (RCTA)
• Naguri-style aluminium inlays
• Adaptive Variable Suspension (AVS)

• 18" alloy wheel, multi-spoke design
- 225/40 (front) & 255/35 (rear) R18 tyres
• Lexus Premium Navigation
- 10.3” display screen with remote touch pad
- in-dash, single-slot CD/DVD player
- Lexus Connected Services2
• Mark Levinson® sound system with
15 speakers
• Triple L-shaped LED headlights
• Blind Spot Monitor (BSM) and Rear Cross
Traffic Alert (RCTA)
• Memory function
- driver’s seat, steering wheel and door mirrors
• Front aluminium scuff plates
• Auto-folding and auto-dimming outside
door mirrors
• Laser-cut dark wood inlays
• Electrically adjustable leather steering wheel
with paddle shifts

Options:

• Lexus Premium Navigation with
10.3"display screen

Options:

• Plus Pack consisting of:

- Lexus Premium Navigation with 10.3"
display screen
- F SPORT leather seats, electrically adjustable
- 8-way adjustment (driver and passenger)
- 2-way lumbar adjustment (driver)
- heated and ventilated front seats
- memory function for driver's seat, steering
wheel and exterior mirrors

EQUIPMENT BY GRADE

 nly available in combination with Lexus Premium Navigation.
O
Some features are only available with compatible smartphones. For a list of
compatible smartphone devices, please contact your local Lexus centre.
1

2

Options:
• Sunroof

Options:
• Sunroof

IS / ADDITIONAL FEATURES

IS / ADDITIONAL FEATURES
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IS 300h Sport

Standard features, plus:
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IS 300h Executive Edition

• 8 airbags in total
- driver and front passenger; head, side and knee
- cabin sides; full-length curtain shield
• Airbag cut-off switch, front passenger
• Audible and visual front seatbelts reminder
• ISOFIX attachment, outer rear seats
• Pop Up Hood (PUH)
• Seatbelt pre-tensioners, front and rear outer seats
• Whiplash Injury Lessening (WIL) front seats
with active headrests

1

SECURITY

• Anti-theft system
- immobiliser / intrusion sensor / tilt sensor /
- siren
• Auto door locking
• Double door lock

•
•

INTERIOR COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE

• Cruise control
• Push start button
• Manually adjustable leather steering wheel
with paddle shifts
• Electrically operated windows, front and rear
• Front centre armrest with 2 cup holders and
storage box
• Illuminated entry system
• Tyre repair kit

 BS = Anti-lock Braking System / BAS = Brake Assist System / EBD = Electronic Brake-force Distribution / ECB = Electronically Controlled Braking / ECB-R = Electronically Controlled Braking-Regeneration / EPS = Electric Power Steering /
A
TRC= Traction Control / VSC = Vehicle Stability Control.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT FOR ALL GRADES

300h PREMIER

300h F SPORT
PREMIER PACK

OPTIONS

IS / OPTIONS AND PACKS

•
•
•
•

- 6-speaker Pioneer® audio system
- DAB radio and AM/FM tuner
- rotary dial operation
- in-dash, single-slot CD player
4.2" colour multi-information display
Analogue clock
Bluetooth® mobile phone and audio connectivity
Steering wheel-mounted controls
- audio/display/phone/voice
Two USB ports and AUX socket
12 V socket

300h F SPORT

• 7” Lexus Media Display

300h ADVANCE

• Outside door mirrors
- electrically adjustable and heated
- integral turn signal indicators and puddle
- lights
• Headlights
- single bi-LED (low-beam and high-beam)
- auto-levelling with headlight cleaners
• Laser-brazed roof structure
• Light Emitting Diode (LED)
- daytime running lights
- rear combination lights
• Paintwork with ‘self-restoring coat’
• Ultra Violet (UV) and heat-insulating
tinted glass
• Water-repellent glass, front door windows
• Wheel arches, rear with hemming treatment

300h SPORT

• Active brake lights
• Vehicle Dynamics Integrated Management
(VDIM)
• Braking, stability, steering and traction systems1
- ABS / BAS / EBD / ECB-R (IS 300h) / EPS /
TRC / VSC
• Drive Mode Select
- ECO / NORMAL / SPORT
• EV (Electric Vehicle) mode
• Hill-start Assist Control (HAC)
• Active Sound Control
• Auto Location Tyre Pressure Warning System
(AL-TPWS)

AUDIO, COMMUNICATION AND
INFORMATION

300h EXECUTIVE
EDITION

IS / STANDARD EQUIPMENT
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EXTERIOR

PASSIVE SAFETY
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ACTIVE SAFETY AND DRIVING DYNAMICS

17"alloy wheels, 5-twin-spoke design (225/45 R17 tyres)			
		
Black 18" alloy wheels, 5-wide-spoke design (front, 225/40 R18 and rear, 255/35 R18) 		
		 				
18" alloy wheels, F SPORT design (front, 225/40 R18 and rear, 255/35 R18)		
				
18" alloy wheels, multi-spoke design (front, 225/40 R18 and rear, 255/35 R18)		
						
Tahara seats, 6-way manually adjustable for driver and passenger		
					
Fabric/Tahara seats, 6-way manually adjustable for driver and passenger 		
Leather seats, 8-way electrically adjustable for driver and passenger		
			 				
F SPORT Fabric/Tahara seats, 8-way electrically adjustable for driver and passenger		
				
Heated front seats		
		
Heated and ventilated front seats
				 		
Lumbar support, 2-way electrically adjustable for driver		
			
Memory function for driver's seat, steering wheel and exterior mirrors		
					
F SPORT Leather seats*		
				
Triple L-shaped LED headlights		
				
Lexus Safety System+, consisting of: Adaptive Cruise Control, Pre-Crash Safety,
Lane Keep Assist, Traffic Sign Recognition, Sway Warning and Auto High Beam		
Smart entry			
Parking assist sensors, front and rear		
Reversing camera
Dual-zone climate control
		
Rain-sensing windscreen wipers
		
Outside door mirrors, auto-folding and auto-dimming
						
Auto-dimming rear-view mirror
		
Blind Spot Monitor (BSM) with Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA)
						
F SPORT styling elements - interior and exterior
					
Sport exterior styling, consisting of: Black spindle grille, mirror covers, wheels & rear lower bumper
			 			
Plus Pack, consisting of F SPORT leather seats, front seats 8 way electrically adjusted, driver's seat memory function,
heated and ventilated, Outside door mirrors, auto-folding and auto dimming, Lexus premium Navigation						
Premier Pack, consisting of: F SPORT leather seats, Lexus Premium Navigation, Mark Levinson® sound system,
BSM with RCTA, Adaptive Variable Suspension, Naguri-style aluminium inlays
					
Mark Levinson® sound system with 15 speakers
						
Lexus Navigation
		
		
Lexus Premium Navigation
				
*
Sunroof
						
Rear seats, 60:40 split folding			
Protection Pack, consisting of: horizontal cargo net, rubber mats, stainless steel bumper protection plate
and boot liner
Towing capability			
*Only available as part of Plus Pack

Standard

Optional

OPTIONS AND PACKS

IS / ACCESSORIES
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IS / ACCESSORIES

Parking Pack (rear only) The system includes
ultrasonic sensors in the rear bumper which links to incar warning beepers that become progressively more
frequent the closer you get to an obstacle.
Roof rack The lockable lightweight aluminium
roof rack is aerodynamically shaped to reduce
wind noise. Easy to install and remove, it
forms a strong base for the range of optional
carrying attachments.
Roof-top bicycle holder For use
with the Lexus roof rack. The lockable
lightweight design has special grips to
secure the bicycle wheels and frame.
Conveniently, the frame grip can be
adjusted at roof height.
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iPad Holder & Portable DVD player These slot securely
into a Lexus docking device on the rear of a front seat to provide
a stable base for passengers to use their tablet or portable
DVD player. The portable DVD player has a 7" screen and is
perfect for entertaining passengers on long journeys.

Rear bicycle holder A lightweight yet high
strength stand-alone lockable design for safely
transporting one or two bicycles. The integral lights
and licence plate holder is available with a 7 or 13
pin socket.
Foldable rear bicycle holder The safe way to
transport one or two bicycles or e-bikes. The modern
stand-alone design allows tilting for boot access even when
loaded and is fully foldable for easy installation, handling
and storage. It features security locking for bike to carrier and
carrier to car and has an integral lights and licence plate holder
with a 13-pin socket.
Illuminated scuff plates Lexus scuff plates add a stylish design
feature while also protecting the door sill paintwork. Their brushed
aluminium finish is highlighted by subtle logo illumination.
Boot liner Made of tough, flexible plastic with a non-slip surface pattern
and a raised lip around the edges to comprehensively protect the luggage
space carpet against mud, dirt, sand and liquids.

Book a Test Drive

Rear bumper protection plate Designed to protect the rear bumper
paintwork against scratching when loading or unloading the boot, this accessory
will keep your IS in perfect condition for many years to come.
Towing hitch Redistributes the pulling and braking forces of towing to minimise
stress on the vehicle. 1,500 kg capacity for petrol cars, 750 kg for hybrids, and with
a stowable hook that can be folded behind the bumper when not in use. Buffers in the
wiring kit shield your car’s electrics against faults in the trailer system.
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Tahara trim with black gloss inlays
(Executive Edition)

EXECUTIVE EDITION:
Tahara 1 / Black
Inlay A / Gloss Black
SPORT:
Fabric/Tahara Trim 2 / Black & Garnet Red
Inlay A / Gloss Black
ADVANCE:
Leather 4 / Black 5 / Sandstone 6/ Noble Brown
Inlay B / Warm Metal

F SPORT:
Fabric/Tahara Trim 1 / Black 3 / Dark Rose
Leather* 7 / Black 8 / Dark Rose
Inlay C / Aluminium Look D / Naguri-style
aluminium – F SPORT Premier Pack

A

C

PREMIER:
Leather 4 / Black 5 / Sandstone 6 / Noble Brown
Inlay E / Laser-Cut Dark Wood

D

Book a Test Drive

B

*Optional on F SPORT and standard when 'Premier Pack' or 'Plus Pack' is selected

E

The images on the following pages illustrate a selection of the interior combinations available. Your local Lexus Authorised Retailer
will be pleased to provide you with any further help.

INTERIOR COMBINATIONS

Black & Garnet Red fabric/Tahara trim with black gloss inlays
(Sport)

IS / INTERIOR

IS / INTERIOR

View Offers
Build Your IS

Dark Rose fabric/Tahara trim with Aluminium-look inlays
(F SPORT)

Black leather with Warm Metal inlays
(Advance)

Black leather with Naguri-Style Aluminium inlays
(F SPORT Plus Pack & Premier Pack)

Dark Rose leather with Naguri-Style Aluminium inlays
(F SPORT Plus Pack & Premier Pack)

Noble Brown leather with Laser-Cut Dark Wood inlays
(Premier)

Book a Test Drive
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Black fabric/Tahara trim with Aluminium-look inlays
(F SPORT)

INTERIOR COMBINATIONS

Sandstone leather with Warm Metal inlays
(Advance)

EXTERIOR
IS /

EXTERIOR

View Offers

IS /

SONIC WHITE (085) 2

GRAPHITE BLACK (223)

MESA RED (3R1)

MERCURY GREY (1H9)

SATIN SILVER (1J4)

FUJI RED (3T2) 3

AZURE BLUE (8X1) 1

SONIC TITANIUM (1J7)

VELVET BLACK (212) 3

DEEP BLUE (8X5) 2

Book a Test Drive
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F SPORT WHITE (083) 1

1
2

EXTERIOR COLOURS

3

Exclusive to F SPORT models.
Not available on F SPORT models.
Solid colour.

Please note: due to printing variances, actual paintwork colours may vary slightly from those illustrated.

EXPERIENCE THE LEXUSIS
INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS BROCHURE

We hope to have illustrated in these pages that Lexus creates vehicles of refinement,
innovation and style. But only behind the wheel of one of our models can you truly
experience the pleasure, performance and seamless anticipation of your needs as a
driver at first hand. Simply consult your local Lexus Centre to arrange a test drive.
To find out more about Lexus vehicles or to simply locate your local Lexus Centre,
please visit our website www.lexus.co.uk or call 0845 278 8888 (calls cost 2p
per minute plus your phone company’s access charge).
Accuracy and Specification
All information contained in this brochure was correct at the time of going to print.
Please note that while every effort is made to reproduce accurate information, we
reserve the right to change specification, equipment and availability without prior
notice. Images shown in this brochure may not be of UK models (for example, they
may show left-hand drive vehicles) and may illustrate equipment that is only available
on selected grades. Therefore, this brochure cannot be regarded as infallible and, as
such, does not constitute an offer for sale of any particular vehicle shown.
Fuel Consumption and emissions data
All miles per gallon (MPG), miles per hour (MPH) and CO2 figures quoted in this
brochure are sourced from official EU-regulated test results. These are provided for
comparability purposes only and may not reflect your actual driving experience. Fuel
consumption and emissions vary considerably depending upon driving style,
conditions, vehicle load and speed.
In order to allow consumers to compare and make an informed choice between one
vehicle and another, there is a European Commission standard (93/116/EC and
692/2008) to measure fuel consumption. This common standard must be adhered

GBNGL-IS118-VB
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to by all manufacturers selling motor vehicles in the EU and is the basis for all published
fuel consumption figures. For information on how fuel consumption tests are
performed, please visit: http://www.dft.gov.uk/vca/fcb/faqs-fuel-consumptio.asp
Please note that any references to “zero emissions” contained in this brochure refer
to the vehicle running in Electric Mode only. This is measurable at the point of
driving only and reliant upon speed, distance covered and driving conditions.
Safe driving
Lexus is committed to promoting safe and responsible driving at all time. None of the
images contained in this brochure should be taken to promote any unsafe driving
practice. All sound, entertainment and navigation accessories that may be included in
our vehicles should always be used alongside legal and attentive driving. Additionally,
any driver assistance and other safety features included in our vehicles are not
designed to substitute safe and careful driving.
End-of-life vehicles
Taking care of the environment is a priority for Lexus. We strive to minimise the
environmental impact of our vehicles throughout their life cycle – from design,
production, distribution, sales and service to end-of-life. For more detailed information
on environmental performance please visit www.lexus.co.uk/environment.

About Lexus
Lexus is a division of Toyota (GB) PLC registered in England & Wales with company
number 0916634 with its registered office at Great Burgh, Burgh Heath, Epsom,
Surrey KT18 5UX. Toyota (GB) PLC is an appointed representative of Toyota
Insurance Management Limited and Toyota Financial Services (UK) PLC, both of
which are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Toyota
(GB) PLC is a member of the Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders.

